Quiz 46 – Family and Friends
Connections
1. Which Coldplay singer-songwriter married Gwyneth Paltrow in 2003 but consciously
uncoupled from her in 2014?
2. What is the SI Unit of force?
3. In which city would you find Little Italy?
4. Which circa 14th century Swiss patriot who rallied his country against the Austrians is the
subject of a Rossini opera?
5. Who is the first Disney princess and the first fictional female character to have a star on
the Hollywood Walk of Fame?
6. What is the connection?
A-Z All the answers follow one another consecutively in the alphabet
1. Declan McManus is better known by what name?
2. Who wrote the thriller The Odessa File?
3. Which sport takes place at Walthamstow Stadium, East London?
4. Which part of her body did Rachel from Friends advertise?
5. Which Paul, who sometimes captained England, is the cousin of boxer Nigel Benn?
6. Who played Dr Quinn, Medicine Woman?
7. On Breakfast Time, which feature did the Green Goddess always present?
8. Who was Satchmo?
9. How were the evil Myra Hindley and Ian Brady otherwise known?
10. Which London building was designed by Alfred Waterhouse and is one of the most
visited?
TV and Film
1. What animal is Mr Jingles in the 1999 film The Green Mile?
2. What is used to bring down the invading aliens’ shields in the 1996 film Independence
Day?
3. Remy the Rat works under cover at which restaurant in Ratatouille?
4. What was the name of the tower block where Del Boy and Rodney Trotter lived in Only
Fools and Horses?
5. What is Postman Pat’s surname?
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General Knowledge
1. What is the capital of Chile?
2. Who was made Lord Mayor of London in 1397, 1398, 1406 and 1419?
3. What are the five colours of the Olympic rings?
4. Who was the only British Prime Minister to be assassinated?
5. Who was Europe’s first woman Prime Minister?
6. Which island is governed by The Tynwald?
7. In the limericks of Edward Lear, what is a runcible?
8. In which opera does a gypsy girl fall in love with a toreador?
9. Which is the hottest planet in the solar system?
10. The Channel tunnel is the longest rail tunnel in the world. True or false?
Food and Drink
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Which soft drink is commonly associated with Scotland?
Gouda is a popular cheese originating in which country?
Which southern Italian city is usually credited as the birthplace of pizza?
What number is found in reference to their varieties on Heinz products?
Pret a Manger is a UK sandwich chain but what does the name mean in English?

Science & Nature
1. Which is the most sensitive of the senses?
2. What is the soft spot on a baby’s head known as?
3. Which substance in the skin filters out harmful light from the Sun?
4. What is The Correct Name For The Adam's Apple?
5. From what was Aspirin originally extracted?
6. Which is the only muscle not attached at both ends?
7. Which glands are tears produced by?
8. Which is the fastest growing plant?
9. What was the tomato's original name?
10. In engineering what do the Initials Cad stand for?
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